INVITATION

The School of Communication at the University of Johannesburg invites you to the BOOK LAUNCH of

**Richard Green in South African Film, Forging Creative New Dimensions (2023, BestRed)**

*Both a history and a critique of South Africa’s film industry, this book recounts the long experience of filmmaker and producer Richard Green. Green’s story—especially on the M-Net New Directions Africa—emblematic of the struggles, negotiations, and competing ideologies that faced South Africa as it emerged from apartheid. The New Directions series underpinned an important role in the nation–building process.*

“This is the first time I ever read an academic tome and felt—yelp—moved, touched, sad, and actually kind of cleansed and re–inspired.” Andrew Worsdale, South African actor, director, and journalist.

**SPEAKERS**

- **Prof Kammila Naidoo**
  – Dean of Humanities, UJ

- **Prof Keyan G Tomaselli**

- **Richard Green**
  – School of Creative Economy, Durban

- **Dr Addamms Mututa**
  – Department of Communication, UJ

**DATE** • 23 April 2024 (12:00–14:00)

**VENUE** • Humanities Common Room (C Ring 319), APK Campus

**RSVP** • nomondem@uj.ac.za

Click [HERE](#) to join online.

**DISCLAIMER:**
The University of Johannesburg encourages academic debate and discussion that are conducted in a manner that upholds respectful interaction, safety of all involved, and freedom of association as enshrined in the law, the Constitution, and within the boundaries of the University policies. The views expressed during events are expressed in a personal capacity and do not necessarily reflect the views of the University of Johannesburg.

All events taking place in this venue may be photographed and video recorded for marketing, social media and media purposes. By attending this event, you grant the University of Johannesburg permission to use and publish any recorded material.